Try on the dive kit!

- Wet Suit
- Buoyancy Aid
- Regulator
- Mask
- Snorkel
- Air Tank
- Weight Belt
- Pressure Gauge
- Whistle
- Fins
- Torch

Do you think you could be a SCUBA diver?
Why do you need it?

Each piece of equipment that a SCUBA diver wears is very important and keeps the diver safe.

**Mask** - Lets you see clearly underwater.

**Breathing Equipment** - The **snorkel** lets you breathe just under the surface of the water, but to go deeper you need a **regulator** and **air tanks**. The regulator delivers air from the tanks when you inhale. A **pressure gauge** will let you know how much air is left in your tanks.

**Buoyancy Aids** - The **BCD vest** helps you to float or sink by filling up or letting air out. Humans are naturally good at floating so sometimes a **weight belt** is needed to help keep us under the water.

**Wet Suit** - A wet suit is designed to help keep you warm in cold water. They are made from a material called neoprene and come in different thicknesses. A **wet suit** will let water through but a **dry suit** will keep water out and be even more insulating.

**Fins** - These will help you swim without using your arms.

**Safety Equipment** - It can be very dark under water so a **torch** might be needed to see anything. A **safety whistle** can be used on the surface to gain the attention of other people, especially if there is an emergency.